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The Neron-Severi group of divisor classes modulo algebraic
equivalence on a smooth algebraic surface is often not diffi-
cult to calculate, and has classically been studied as one of
the fundamental invariants of the surface. A more difficult
problem is the determination of those divisor classes which
can be represented by effective divisors; these divisor classes
form a monoid contained in the Neron-Severi group. Despite
the finite generation of the whole Neron-Severi group, the
monoid of effective divisor classes may or may not be finitely
generated, and the methods used to explicitly calculate this
monoid seem to vary widely as one proceeds from one type of
surface to another in the standard classification scheme (see
Rosoff, 1980, 1981).

In this paper we shall use concrete vector bundle techniques
to describe the monoid of effective divisor classes modulo al-
gebraic equivalence on a complex ruled surface over a given
base curve. We will find that, over a base curve of genus 0,
the monoid of effective divisor classes is very simple, having
two generators (which is perhaps to be expected), while for
a ruled surface over a curve of genus 1, the monoid is more
complicated, having either two or three generators. Over a
base curve of genus 2 or greater, we will give necessary and
sufficient conditions for a ruled surface to have its monoid
of effective divisor classes finitely generated; these conditions
point to the existence of many ruled surfaces over curves of
higher genus for which finite generation fails.

0. Preliminaries on ruled surfaces.

Let C be a nonsingular complex curve, and let X be a ruled surface over C.
Then ([H1, V.2.2, p. 370]) X can be written as P(E), the projectivization
of a rank 2 vector bundle E on C. Moreover, for rank 2 bundles E and
E′, P(E) = P(E′) if and only if E and E′ differ by a twisting with a line
bundle.

LetX be a ruled surface over the base curve C, sayX = P(E′). Replacing
E′ by E = E′ ⊗ L for some line bundle L chosen appropriately, we may
assume that E is normalized so that:
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(a) E admits a nontrivial global section, and,
(b) E ⊗ L admits no nontrivial section for any line bundle L of negative

degree.
E is determined up to twisting with line bundles of degree 0. The choice
of a (normalized) bundle E to represent X as the projectivization of a rank
two bundle determines the linear equivalence class of a “standard” section
C0 of X over C, with OX(C0) = OP(E)(1).

If E is a rank 2 bundle on C, then deg Λ2(E) = deg Λ2(E⊗L) for any line
bundle L of degree 0, and hence is a well-defined invariant of X = P(E) for
E normalized as above. Finally, the Neron-Severi group of X is a free group
of rank 2, generated by the algebraic equivalence classes of the section C0

and of any fiber F of the natural map π : X → C. Denoting by [D] the
algebraic equivalence class of any divisor D, the intersection pairing on X
is given by:

[C0]2 = deg Λ2(E), [C0] • [F ] = 1, [F ]2 = 0.

1. Ruled surfaces with [C0]2 ≤ 0.

Theorem 1. Let C be a smooth curve and let X = P(E) be a ruled surface
over C such that, with E normalized as above, [C0]2 = deg Λ2(E) ≤ 0. Then
the monoid of effective divisor classes on X is {a[C0] + b[F ] | a, b ≥ 0}.
Remark. Since any vector bundle over P1 splits into a direct sum of line
bundles, this theorem applies to any ruled surface over a curve of genus 0;
a normalized rank 2 bundle will be of the form O ⊕ L for some line bundle
L of degree ≤ 0. These are the “Hirzebruch surfaces”.

Proof. Clearly any divisor class in the above set represents an effective di-
visor. Now, let D be an effective divisor on X, so that D can be written
as D = nC0 +

∑
Di with n ≥ 0 and Di an irreducible curve other than

C0. Letting [Di] = ai[C0] + bi[F ], we have that [Di] • [F ] = ai ≥ 0 and
[Di] • [C0] = bi + ai[C0]2 ≥ 0, so bi ≥ 0. The result follows by additivity.

2. Ruled surfaces over curves of genus 1.

Theorem 2. Let X = P(E) be a ruled surface over an elliptic curve C,
with E normalized. Then the monoid of effective divisor classes on X is
(finitely) generated by:

(a) [C0] and [F ] if deg Λ2(E) ≤ 0, and
(b) [C0], [F ] and the anti-cannonical class 2[C0]− [F ] if deg Λ2(E) > 0.

Proof. We may assume that deg Λ2(E) ≥ 1, and by Nagata [N, pp. 191-96]
we may assume that this degree is 1.

Since E has a nontrivial section and since E ⊗ O(−p) has none for any
p ∈ C, we have an exact sequence of bundles 0 → OC → E → O(p) → 0,
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with E a nontrivial extension of O(p) by OC for some fixed p ∈ C. The
nontriviality of the extension corresponds to E being normalized.

We will first show that the divisor class 2[C0]− [F ] contains an effective
divisor, i.e., that the bundle OX(2) ⊗ π∗OC(−q) has nontrivial section for
some q ∈ C. By [H1, 7.11, p. 162] π∗OX(2) = S2(E), the second symmetric
power of E, so by the projection formula it suffices to show that S2(E) ⊗
OC(−q) has a section for some q ∈ C.

The structure of the space of indecomposable bundles of a given rank
and degree on an elliptic curve has been extensively studied by Atiyah [A,
pp. 414-52], and we will appeal to his results to show that S2(E) =

∑
O(pi)

where the {pi} are the three nontrivial half-periods of C under the transla-
tion sending p to the origin. In Atiyah’s notation E = eA(2, 1) where A is
the bundle O(p), and by [A, Th. 7, p. 434], Ě = eA(2,−1) = E ⊗ O(−p)
[A, Th. 6, p. 433].

Thus, E ⊗E ⊗O(−p) = E ⊗ Ě = End (E) = OC ⊕
∑
O(pi − p) with the

{pi} as above using [A, Lemma 22, p. 439], and so E⊗E = O(p)⊕
∑
O(pi).

On the other hand, over C, E⊗E = S2(E)⊕Λ2(E) = S2(E)⊕O(p). Thus
S2(E) =

∑
O(pi) and S2(E)⊗O(−q) has a section for q ∈ {pi}.

Thus the monoid generated by the classes [C0], [F ] and 2[C0]− [F ] is con-
tained in the monoid of effective divisor classes on X. The reverse inclusion
follows directly from [H1, V.2.21, p. 382].

3. Ruled surfaces over curves of higher genus.

For the reminder of this article, we will assume that our ruled surface X is
the projectivization of a normalized rank 2 bundle E on the curve C with
g(C) ≥ 1 and, in view of Theorem 1, that deg Λ2(E) ≥ 1.

By [H1, V.2.21, p. 382], if Y is an irreducible curve on X with [Y ] =
a[C0] + b[F ], then Hurwitz’s theorem applied to the desingularization of
Y shows that either a, b ≥ 0, or a ≥ 2 and b ≥ −(a/2) deg Λ2(E). It
follows from linearity that these are necessary conditions for an algebraic
equivalence class to contain an effective divisor.

On the other hand, sufficient conditions are provided by the Riemann-
Roch theorem: By Serre duality dimH2(X,OX(aC0 + bF )) = 0 for a ≥ 0,
and Riemann-Roch on the surface X applied to the divisor class [aC0 + bF ]
shows that this class contains an effective divisor if a ≥ 0 and b ≥ g −
(a/2) deg Λ2(E).

Theorem 3. Let X = P(E) be a ruled surface over a curve C with g(C) ≥
1, and deg Λ2(E) ≥ 1 with E normalized. Then the monoid of effective
divisor classes on X is finitely generated if and only if there is effective
divisor class a[C0] + b[F ] with a ≥ 2 and b = −(a/2) deg Λ2(E).
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Proof. Suppose that there is an effective divisor class as above, and let
A ≥ 2 be minimal such that the class A[C0] − (A/2) deg Λ2(E)[F ] con-
tains an effective divisor, say D0. Let S = {a[C0] + b[F ] | 1 ≤ a < A and
−(a/2) deg Λ2(E) ≤ b < 0}; S contains a finite number of (not necessarily
effective) divisor classes, say [E1] · · · [Ek].

Let Š = {[Ei] ∈ S | [Ei] + n[D0] contains an effective divisor for some
n ≥ 0}, and for each [Ei] ∈ Š let Di = Ei +niD0 with ni ≥ 0 minimal in the
above regard. Then the monoid of effective divisor classes on X is (finitely)
generated by the classes [C0], [F ] and the [Di], i ≥ 0.

Conversely, suppose that there is no effective divisor class on X meeting
the condition of the theorem. Then, for any finite collection of (nontrivial)
effective divisors D1, . . . , Dk we have [Di] = ai[C0] + bi[F ] with ai ≥ 0 and
bi > −(ai/2) deg Λ2(E), i.e., for some εi > 0 bi ≥ −(ai/2) deg Λ2(E) + aiεi.
For any nonnegative integers c1, . . . , ck (not all 0) the linear combination
A[C0] + B[F ] = c1[D1] + · · · + ck[Dk] has B ≥ −(A/2) deg Λ2(E) + Aε for
ε = min{εi}, ε > 0.

Finally, select an integer a sufficiently large so that g(C) < εa; making a
even if necessary, let b ∈ Z be b = g(C) − (a/2) deg Λ2(E). By our above
observation on Riemann-Roch, the divisor class a[C0] + b[F ] is an effective
class, but cannot be expressed as a nonnegative linear combination of the
classes {[Di]}. Thus, if there is no effective class as in the theorem, the
monoid of effective divisor classes on X is not finitely generated.

A geometric criterion for finite generation of the monoid of effective classes
is given by:

Corollary. The monoid of effective divisor classes on X is finitely generated
if and only if there is a curve Y on X such that the projection π : X → C
exhibits Y as an unramified n-fold cover of C for some n ≥ 2.

Proof. Indeed, the proof of [H1, V.2.21, p. 382] shows that an irreducible
curve Y on X that is an unramified n-fold cover of C (for n ≥ 2) must
necessarily have [Y ] = n[C0]− (n/2) deg Λ2(E)[F ], and that any curve in a
divisor class of this form (with n minimal and n ≥ 2) is such a cover.

Remark. For any such curve Y on X as above, we must have dimH0(X,
OX(Y )) = 1. To see this, note that if D ∈ |Y |, then D∩π−1(u) consists of n
distinct points for all u ∈ C. If there are two linearly independent sections
si in H0(X,OX(Y )), then as Y 2 = 0, we have a surjection Ψ : X → P1

given by Ψ(p) = [s1(p), s2(p)]. Since Ψ−1(t) ∈ |Y | for t ∈ P1, Ψ|F gives an
unramified n-fold cover of P1 for a fiber F , which is impossible for n > 1.

Theorem 4. Let X be the ruled surface P(E) over the curve C with g(C)
≥ 1, with E normalized and with deg Λ2(E) > 0. Then finite generation of
the monoid of effective divisor classes on X is equivalent to the existence
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of a sub-line bundle N of Sn(E) with deg(N) = (n/2) deg Λ2(E), for some
n > 1.

Proof. [H2, 10.2, p. 51] shows that a multisection Y of P(E) of degree
n over C corresponds to a sub-line bundle N of Sn(E), and further that
the requirement that [Y ] = n[C0] − (n/2) deg Λ2(E)[F ] forces deg(N) =
(n/2) deg Λ2(E).

Remark. An interesting geometric proof of Theorem 3 can be obtained
by considering the projective n-bundle P(SnĚ) over C, with projection ψ
to C. Giving a multisection Y of P(E) of degree n over C can be viewed
as giving a section σ of P(SnĚ) — this is really the same as giving local
homogeneous equations defining Y on each fiber of π in P(E), with the
fibers of ψ parameterizing homogeneous polynomials of degree n in two
variables. There is a divisor ∆ on P(SnĚ) whose intersection with each
fiber of ψ corresponds to such local equations having zero discriminant;
a linear algebra computation shows that O(∆) = O(2n − 2) ⊗ ψ∗(L) for
some line bundle L on C of degree n(n − 1) deg Λ2(E). The requirement
that Y be an unramified n-fold cover of C is that σ(C) not meet ∆, so
that deg σ∗(∆) = 0, i.e., deg σ∗O(1) = −(n/2) deg Λ2(E) using n ≥ 2. Since
σ∗O(1) is a quotient of Sn(Ě) [H1, 7.12, p. 162], we may take for the bundle
N above the dual σ∗O(−1).

Remark. For the ruled surface P(E) over an elliptic curve C with degΛ2(E)
= 1, there are precisely three sub-line bundles of S2(E) of the correct degree:
The O(pi) in the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark. It is known [H2, 10.5, pp. 53-54] that, on a curve C of genus
g(C) ≥ 2, there are bundles of any given degree and rank that are stable
and all of whose symmetric powers are also stable. For such a rank 2 bundle
E, E ⊗ L has the same property for any line bundle L. Thus, even with E
normalized if necessary we will have, for any sub-line bundle N of Sn(E),
deg(N) < (n/2) deg Λ2(E). For such a bundle E whose normalizations have
positive degree, the monoid of effective divisor classes on the ruled surface
P(E) requires an infinite number of generators.
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